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ABSTRACT 

A two-stage digital filter/decimator has been designed 
and implemented .o reduce the sampling rate associated 
with the long-term computer storage of certain digital 
waveforms. This report describes the design selection 
and implementation process &nd serves as documentation 
for the system actually installed. A filter design with 
finite-Impulse response (nonrecursive) was chosen for 
implementation via direct convolution. A newl>-developed 
system-test statistic validates the system under different 
computer-operating environments. 
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A TWO-STAGE NONRECURSIVE FILTER/ DECIMATOR 

Introduction 

Digital waveforms are acquired during the production and she"-life testing of neutron 
generators at the General Electric Neutron Devices (GENU) plant in St. Petersburg. Florida. 
Because long-term storage of waveforms recorded at the original sampling rate is both neces
sary and expensive, the process of sampling-rate reduction was proposed that decreases the 
sampling rate and allows for long-term storage of the waveforms in the Product Data. System at 
Sandia National Laboratories Albuquerque. In this report, we describe the software associated 
with the sampling-rate reduction process. 

Figure 1 shows the flow of data from the product tester to Sandia, Initial use of the data 
Tor "quick-look" analysis and identification and for characterization of lest equipment or product 
anomalies dictate the high initial sampling rate (T ). A subsequent resampling is performed a", 
a much lower rate (sampling Interval T = T./lO) so that selected waveforms may be sent to 
Sandia for analysis and detection of long-term trends in product performance. 

The need for a lower sampling rate and. therefore, shorter data records is indicated by 
the nature of the historical data system and by the large quantity of waveforms that are stored. 
Data stored in such a system not only consume space on 'he computer storage media (e.g., 
magnetic tape), but also use a significant amount of computer time. The data musv be read and 
reread during subsequent file updating and back-up procedures and for every retrieval of even a 
subset of the historical file. Any reduction in record length consistent with the record content is 
economically rewarding. 
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Figure 1, Flow of Data From the Product Tester atGENOto the Long-Ter: 
Storage Site at SLA 
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The process used for Oie sample-rate reduction is critical. The original signal must be 
band-limited in order to minimize the occurrence of digital aliasing in the signal that is resampled 
at th£ lower rate. Should the original signal not be sufficiently band-limited for the resampling 
process, it is necessary to filter the signal prior to sample-rate reduction. The e.fects of an 
improper sample-rate reduction process are discu^ed theoretically and graphically by Yoder 
and others. ' ' This report will not review the theory nor expand the discussion of effects-

The sampling-rate reduction is achieved by a process known as decimation whereby only on 
out of M samples is saved and the rest are discarded. In the present case, a reduction of l in 10 
is required (i, e. . for every 10 samples, 1 is savedl. The original digital waveform is 2000 samples 
long, but the last 500 samples are superfluous so that a truncation to 1500 samples is possible. 
From these 1500 samples, we want to save 150 regularly spaced samples, thereby achieving a 90% 
reduction in record length. 

Ideal Filter/Decimator 

Conceptually, the decimation process, by itself, is straightforward. However, the need (o 
band-limit the input signals presents a somewhat more complex problem. Although the theoreti
cal specifications for the band-limiting filter are easy to state, actual digital filter design and 
realization are somewhat difficult. Furthermore, the constraints imposed by the availability of 
a limited amount of computing time dictate the need for optimal processor designs, leading to a 
concatenated or staged filter/decimator process. 

We begin by stating the requirements for an ideal antialiasing filter. We define; 

T = sampling interval associated with the original signal 

T = desired sampling interval for the resampled signal 

M = decimation factor; T^ = MT 

ft = band limit associated with the original sequence 

In general, aliasing will occur from sample-rate reduction unless T s '^7n• H" ^ i s condi
tion is not satisfied (as in the present case), digital-aliasing distortion can be avoided only by 
passing the original signal through an ideal low-pass filter with unit gain and cut-off frequency 
*/T, (rad) or 1/TT (Hz) (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Sample-Rate Reduction: Signal Passed Through Ideal 
Low-Pass Filter to Avoid Aliasing Distortion 



Added to the general criteria is the requirement that the filter operate in minimal time with 
at least linear, but preferably zero, phase distortion. Of course, the eff^cis of finite word length 
upon parameter quantization must be considered. Finally, we must have same means for verify
ing thai the system is operating correctly. Since the system will be installed in a computer-
production environment, one can expect that either the computer hardware, software, or both will 
change. Therefore, we require thct a system - p c form a nee test t,? available to assure us that a 
change to the computing environment results in minimLL adverse change to the filler/decimator 
performance. To this end, we propose to examine a test 5talistic--ihe ratio o: input to output 
energy for frec,jencies up to the ultimate Nyquist frequency (i. e., the highest resolvable frequency 
at the reduced sampling rate). 

Digital Filter Design 

The input sampling rate is T ; we assurie that this rate :s sufficient 10 resolve all frequen
cies in the input waveform (since sufficient initrmaticn to analyze the original sampling rate is 
unavailable). The Nyquist frequency for the injoming signal is then 1/2T . We want a sample 
rate reduction of 10 which results in an ultimatt Nyquist frequency of (1/10) (1/2T, 1 = 1/20T, = 

* \ 1 1 

1/2T Hz. The low-pass filter must then haveU nominal cut-off in:c;uency sf 1/2T 117. 
There are two types of filters that can be Applied: recursive Unfinile Impulse Response, HR) 

p.nd nonrecurBive (Finite Impulse Response. FIR','. Usually, the 11R filter is the faster of the two 
since it can normally be realized with fewer coel"icients and, thereby, fewer multiply operations. 
However, this design suffers from two difficulties: nonlinear phase distoruion and some uncer
tainty with respect to stability. Both problems cm be overcome. The pH.ise distortion caii be 
eliminated by an input time-reversal process in .imich we run the filter twice but subject the 
input signal to two time reversals; performing tht' filter algorithm twice doubles the computing 
time required. Stability can be assured with cartful design and with treatment of parameter 
quantization effects. 

FIR filters are, in general, slower than 1IR filters because more coefficients are required; 
therefore more multiply operations are performed as part of '.he filler algorithm. However, FIR 
filters can be designed with linear (easily treatable) phase shifts. Certain procedures can also be 
implemented to increase the computation speed, The choice between an FIR and I1R filter design 
then depends upon the function it is required to perform with respect to a given application. 

The actual sampling frequencies are classified am, may be found in OR26630T, Data 
Requirements Specification. 

9 



ITR Filter Evaluation 

Several types of UR filters are available, but we use a Butterworth desig-. for its maximally 

flai passband feature. Based on Stearna' procedure, we established the following specifications: 

Paasband: 0 

SKirt: 

Stop Band: 

Sampling Hate: rp-

and then calculate that (Figure 3) 

20T 

Down 3 dB at (0. 8) t-^-'. 

Down 60 d B at 20T. 

1 

log C'.it) -- 6.91 

5 ; l o g ( r ) 

_ s = ; ° 6 <*'*> = 3 n . 9 7 log (f r/f c) 

-*-N = 31 = Order of the Butterworth Filter 

Implementing in cascade, we let N = 32, which results in 16 sections. Each section will have 
4 multipliers so that the overall implementation will require 16 x 4 = 64 multiplies per input sample. 
For zero phase shift, we can use the input time-reversal procedure. Therefore, the total number 
of multiply operations will be 128 multiplies per input sample. Given 1500 input samples, we de
termine that 192 000 multiplies per waveform will be required. 

Figure 3 
Recursive (Infinite Impulse Response) Filter 



Added to the general criteria is the requirement thsa the filter operate in minimal time with 
at least linear, but preferably zero, phase distortion. Of course, the effcc!s of fimu word leng*h 
upon parameter quantization must he considered. Finally, we nr^st have some means for verify
ing that the system is operating correctly. Since the system will be installi'ii in a computer-
production environment, cne can expect that either the computer hardware, software, or both will 
change. Therefore, we require that a system-performance t»3t be available lo assure us that a 
change to the computing environment results in minimal adverse change to the filter/decimator 
performance. To this end, we propose to examine a test statistjc--the ratio of input to output 
energy for frequencies up to the ultimate Nyquist frequency (i. e., the highest resolvable frequency 
at the reduced sampling rate). 

Digital Filter Design 

The input sampling rate is T ; we assume that this rate is sufficient to resolve ail frequen
cies in the input waveform (since sufficient information to analyzr- the original sampling rale is 
unavailable). The N'yquist frequency for I he incoming signal is the l/2Tj. We want a sample 
rate reduction of 10 which results in an ultimate Nyquist frequency oi (1/10) U/2T ) =- 1/20T = 
1/2T Hz. The low-pass filter muBt then have a nominal cut-orf l'i i ijiu-nr:, of 1 ' 2T H?.. 

There are two types of filters that can be applied: recursive (Infinite Impulse Response, IIR) 
and nonrecursive (Finite Impulse Response, FIR). UsualLy. the IIR filter is the faster of the two 
since it can normally be realized with fewer coefficients and, thereby, fewer multiply operations. 
However, this design suffers from two difficulties: nonlinear phase distortion and some uncer
tainty with respect to stability. Both problems can be overcome. The phase distortion can be 
eliminated by an input time-reversal process in which we rur. the filtur twice but subject the 
input signal to two time reversals; performing the filler algorithm twice doubles the computing 
time required. Stability can be assured with careful design and with '.reatme-' of parameter 
quantization effects. 

FIR filters are, in general, slower than IIR filters because more coefficients are required; 
therefore more multiply operations are performed as port of the filter algorithm. However, FIR 
filters can be designed with linear (easily treatable) phpse shifts. Certain procedures can also be 
implemented to increase the computation speed. The choice between an FIR and IIR filter design 
then depends upon the function it is required to perform with respect to a given application. 

The actual sampling frequencies are classified and may be found in DR266801, Data 
Requirements Specification. 
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im Filter Evaluation 

Several types of UR filters are available, but we use a Butterworth deaiyi for its maximally 
flat passband feature. Baaed an Stearns1 procedure, we established the following specifications. 

Passband: 0 - -^JT-

i i 
Skirt : Down 3 dB at (0.8) d^ f r - * : 

M 

Stop Band: Down 60 dB at 

Sampling Rate: ~r- > 

and then calculate that (Figure 3) 

_1 
20T, 

l o g ( > . / c ) = 6 . : 

1.25; logfxj = , 

r c 

ier of the Butterworth Filter 

Implem^,, :. cascade, we let N = 32, which results in 16 sections. Each section will have 
4 multipliers so that the overaD implementation will require 16 x 4 = 64 multiplies per input sample. 
For zei o phase shift, we can use the input tfme-reversal procedure. Therefore, the total number 
of multiply operations will be I."8 multiplies per Input sample, Civen 1500 input samples, we de
termine that 192 000 multiplies per waveform will be required. 
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Figure 3 
Recursive (Infinite Impulse Response) Filter 



FIR Filter Evaluation 

The FIR designs that are available include the elementary design based on a windowing tech' 
3 

nique, and an optimal design baaed orv a Kernel exchange algorithm.. Further, Crochiere and 
4 

Rabiner have pn '.ded a technique for reducing the computing time required for narrow-band 
filters by implementing the filter/decimator process in e staged or concatenated sequence. This 
technique results in much less severe filter specifications for each stage than if the en'_re sample-
rate reduction were done in a single-step process. As a final option, we can choose between a 
time- or frequency-domain implement:. ,on, t i the time domain, wn would use a convolution algo
rithm; in the frequency domain, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). In all cases, we use the 
Etemez exchange algorithm for the computation of the filter impulse or unit-sample response, 
residing in the filter algorithm-coefficient array. 

In general, we employ the following overall specifications which are compatible with the 
IIH case: 

Passband Ripple Tolerance, o = -60 dB 
P 

Stop Band Ripple Tolerance, 6 = -60 dB 

End of Passband, f = „.,„-
P 2 5 r i 

Start of Stop Band, f = 7 — -

From Crochiere and Rabiner we can obtain an approximate duration of the unit-sample response 
for an FIR digital filter, If we wiBh to UBt a single-stage filter, the duration estimate is 32t> samples 
Given our 1500-sample-length input waveform, we shall require approximately 487 300 multiplies if 
implemented via convolution. Only 243 750 multiplies would be required if we take advantage of a 
symmetrical unit-sample response by using only half the coefficients in our convolution. With the 
Same specifications, we can determine that only 41 367 multiplies are necessary for the frequency 
domain implementation by FFT. 

Iti the concatenated (or staged) FIR filter/decimator process, instead of reducing the sampling 
rate by a factor of M in a single process, we first reduce the sampling rate by a smaller amount 
(say M ) followed by a second reduction by a factor of M? and ao on. The advantage of the staged 
process is that much less severe antialiasing filters are required at each stage, resulting in a 
shorter duration of the unit-sample response. Furthermore, the number of input samples to the 
Second stage is only a fraction of the number presented to the first stage. With each successive 
stage, fewer input samples are requited. The upshot is a process that requires much less compui.-
ing time than a single-step process. 

The results of the two-stage FIR design (detailed in the following section) clearly favor the 
multistage FIR filtcr/decimator, implemented via convolution in the time domain. Table 1 sum
marizes the evaluation process In terms of the required number of products, and Fi jure 4 illus
trates the specific design chosen. Briefly, the input signal with a sampling frequency of T is 
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J Jit Filter Evaluation 

The FIR designs that are available include thf plem*rrita;-y design based or. t wir.dowir.;: tecr.-
niq-je, and an optimal deEign based or. a Remez exchange algorithm- Further, Crochiere ar.d 
Rabjr.er have provide a ;ec iiiq»:«* for reducing the commuting L'.ne required for narrow-bar.-, 
filters by implementing the filte: •'deciir-aior process v̂ i ;» staged or car.caum&tec at-q,a<ir.<_e. T:i.«> 
technique r^ul i s in much Jess severe filter specifications for each stage than if the entire sariple-
rate reduction were done in a single-step process. As a final option, n-i- ^an choose betwe.-, J 
time- or frequency-domain implemeniaiio.]- In the time domain, we would use a tonvoiutiur; aif-o-
ritii;/i; in the frequency domain, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). In all cases, we use ihe 
Kemez exchange algorithm for the computation of the filter impulse or un,t-sample response, 
•esulting in the filter algorithm-coefficient array. 

it. general, we employ the following overall specifications which are compatible wv.r. th-_ 
UK case: 

PassbanG Hippie Tolerance, 6 - -60 dB 

Stop Ear.d Hippie Tolerance, 6 = -50 dli 

End of Passband. f = „— 

Start of Slop Banc, f = orp^ -

brum Crochiere and Rabiner we can obtain an approximate duration of the unji-saniple response 
for an FJR digital filter. If we wish to use a Bingle-Btage filter, the ration estimate n, 325 samples. 
Given our 15DD-eample-length input waveform, we Bhall require approximately £87 500 multiplies if 
implemented via convolution. Only 243 750 multiplies would be required if we take advantage of a 
symmetrical unit-sample response by using only half the coefficients in our convolution. With the 
same specifications, we can determine that only 41 367 multiplies are necessary for the frequency 
domain implementation by FFT. 

In the concatenated (or staged) FIR filter/decimator process, instead of reducing the samphni, 
rale by a factor of M in a single process, we first reduce the sampling rate by a smaller amount 
(say M.) followed by a second reduction by a factor of M_ and BO on. The advantage of the slaved 
process is that mush less severe antialiasing filters are required at each stage, resulting in a 
shorter duration of the unit-sample response- Furthermore, the number of input samples to tne 
second stage is only a fraction of the number presented to the first stage. With each successive 
stage, fewer input samples are required. The upshot is a process thai requires much less comput
ing time than a single-step process. 

The results of the two-stage FIR design (detailed in l.-e following section* clearly favor the 
multistage FIR filter/declinator, implemented via convolution in the time domain. Table 1 sum
marizes the evaluation process in terms of the required number of products, and Figure 4 illus
trates the specific design chosen. Briefly, the input signal with a sampling frequency of T is 

U 
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Figure 4(aJ shows the two proceesing steps, incorporating both ;*ie lo'-t-pass filter and the 
decimation process in each stage. Figure 4(b) shows the power-gain function for Stage l. The 
start of the stop band In Stage 1 is pet at f - f in order lo aaiure that no high frequency coir.po 
neius are aliased into the passband. The oi'tput sampling frequency at the first . tage is f . 
Figure 4(c) shows the final stage where, as before, the cut-off frequency is set at the ultimate 
Nyquist frequency. The filter-design program requires normalized frequencies as input. Table 2 
gives the relationship between Key frequencies and their normalized equivalents. The frequencies 
are normalized to the relevant ir-nut-sampling frequency. 

Table 2 

Key Frequencies With Normalized Equivalents 

•equenciee Stage 1 

0 1.0 

fr /2 0 . 5 

f r i 
0 . 2 

fr. - f 
1 S 

0.15 

S D.10 

f 0.05 

f p 0.04 

Final Design and Implementation of the FIR Filter 

With the decision that a FIR digital filter should be used in this project, we had to determine 
the particular filter-parameter values that would cause the digital filter to emulate the ideal low-
paes filter as nearly as possib'e. Among these parameters were the filter-ripple specifications 
and the maximum allowable transition bandwidth. The filter-ripple specifications were estab
lished as 0.17B of the frequency response of the filter in both the pas a band 6 and stop bands. Con
currently, the value for the transition bandwidth was set at 20% of the theoretical passband. Both 
of these values were determined empirically. 

The frequency responses of the various filters tested were investigated by using an implemen
tation of the Remez exchange algorithm. Using this software, we were able to generate the filter 
coefficients after specifying the filter length, the filter type, the frequency limits of the passband 
and stopbands, the desired frequency responses for the two bands, and the weighting functions for 
each band. Several examples of the use of this algorithm using various parameter values are sum
marized in Table 3. 
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Comparison of the Rippls in Both the Pasaband and Stop Band of 
FIR Digital Low-Pass Filters 

PMiband Stop Band 
Filter 
Length Limits 

0 - 0.04 

Weighting 

1.0 

Deviation (dB) 

-59. 843 

Limits Weighting 

•1.0 

Deviation (OB) 

327 

Limits 

0 - 0.04 

Weighting 

1.0 

Deviation (dB) 

-59. 843 0 .05 - 0 . 5 

Weighting 

•1.0 -59. 943 
326 0 • - 0.04 1.0 -59.913 0.05 - 0 . 5 1.0 -59.913 
325 0 • - 0.04 1.0 •59.914 0 .05 - 0 . 5 1.0 -59.914 

71 0 • - 0.04 1.0 -18.758 0.05 - 0 . 5 1.0 -18.758 
33 0 • • 0.04 1.0 -12.454 0.05 - 0 . 5 1.0 -12.454 

°33 0 • • 0.04 1.0 -64.660 0.15 - 0 . 5 1.0 -64.860 
71 0 • - 0.2 64.0 -81.821 0.25 - 0 . 5 1.0 -45.697 
71 0 • - 0.2 16.0 -76.185 0.25 - 0 . 5 1.0 -52.102 
71 0 • - 0.2 4 . 0 -68.681 0.25 - 0 . 5 1.0 -56.840 

*71 0 • - 0.2 1.0 -62.990 0.2b - 0 . 5 1.0 -62.900 
71 0 • - 0.2 1.0 -57.179 0.25 - 0 . 5 4 .0 -69.220 
71 0 -- 0.2 1.0 -50.952 0.25 - 0 . 5 16.0 -75.035 
71 0 • - 0.2 1.0 -46.652 0.25 - 0 . 5 64.0 -62.775 

Filters selected for implementation 

This investigation confirmed that a single-stage filter of length 325 <i. e., 325 samples) was 
required to obtain an attenuation of -60 dB in the stop- band. Since the number of computations 
may often be decreased by increasing the number of filter stages, the multistage design was in
vestigated. The Investigation, following the procedure outlined below, indicates the optimal num
ber of stages, the decimation factor associated with each stage, and the length of each stage. 

Given: 

f = Original sampling rate - l /T , 

f r k = Ultimate sampling rate = 0.1/T, 

o = Tolerance of magnitude response in the passbsnd =0.001 

fi = Tolerance of magnitude response in the stop band = 0.001 
f r o 

D = Total decimation factor * - ^ * 10 

f - Lower limit of ultimate .top band = ~y- - 0.05/T 

f = Upper limit of uaable paaaband c 0.04/Tj 



>.&-.) IA) Calcula te D 

k = number of a u g e s = 1 , 2 , 3 , and where 

D . ' ( ' , . % , ) •= f s . 3 0 6 x l 0 ' 3 ( l o 8 l 0 . 1 ) * 7.114 X l O - 2 ( l o g . 0 6 ^ - 0 .4761 

l o g 1 0 t , - 2 .66 X 1 0 " 3 ( l o g 1 0 M + 0-5941 (log 6 ^ + 0.4278 

D & . SJ • DJO.001, 0.001) = 3.2558 

D | - ^ , 6 I = MO.0005 . O.OOl) • 3.4636 

D U £ , G I = D ( O . 00033. O.ODl) '- 3.5B36 

• 2 * " i o p , • " V - ^ I V 7 " " -Be t . 3, 

2 ' 10(1 - v/lO(0.2)/(2 - 0.2) | 
2 - 0.2(10 + 1) 

Since we des i r e Integer decimat ion f ac to r s , we c h o i e D = 5 and D„ 

k = 3 ^ D = 5, D, = 2. D„ = 1 (fron: plot*; j iven in Ref. 31 



(C) Calculate R for k = 1,2,3 where 

j=l J / * r Q j=l J ' 

(for k = 1): R = 32.55S/T 

(fork = 2): R T = 13.225/Tj 

(for k = 3): R = 17.266/T 

(D) Select k where R is a minimum 
T 

k = 2 

(E) Calculate lengths N. of filter stages for selected k where 

1 - |(2 - Af)/2D)^Dj 
and L. = 1, 

1 1 - |(2 - 0.2)/2(l0)]5 

(2 - 0.2)/2(2O) 10 

1 is, from the above calculations It may be concluded that the optimal filter design is a 
two-stage filter with the decimation factors 5 and 2 associated >/ith the first and second stages 
respectively. Additionally, we concluded that the lengths of the first and second stages should be 
approximately 32 and 70, respectively, in order to limit the maximum ripple In the passband and 
stop band to the specified maximums. Because the phase shift bad to be removed, its length had 
to be a multiple of the sampling interval: therefore, the lengths of the impulse responses for both 
stages must be odd. AB a result, the lengths of the atages selected were 33 and 71. 



Using this information, the Remez exchange algorithm was again exercised, resulting :n 
the generation of the impuLje ar.u frequency responses depicted in Figure 5. Since the irr.pulse 
responses have odd lengths. we took advantage of the symmetry and thereby reduced the number 
of multiplies by a factor of 2; therefore, the number of mul'.iplies required to filter/decimate the 
1500-point signal waB approximately 3fe 200. (This value is slightly higher than suggested earlier 
because the impulse response lengths are now forced to he odd and multiplications are required 
in the "start-up" of the filter). 
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Experimental Results 

After the two-stage digital filter was designed snd implemented, initial testing •..•as performed 
using actual GEND-supplied product-test data. The original signal, the output of the first stage, 
the output of the second stage, and the associated frequency spectra were plotted. While the results 
obtained were "reasonable, " there was no analytic method by which to test how well the composite 
filter approximated the ideal one and to assure that the filter coefficients had not been inadvertently 
changed during a subsequent modification to the software. In order to at least partially fill this 
void, we developed a statistic that was defined as the ratio of the energy associated with the output 
signal to the energy of the input signal up to the ultimate Nyquist frequency: 

E 
E-statistic = ~ = 1 - f , 

where e is a measure of the energy lost during tl.e filtering/decimating process in the frequency 
domain from zero to one-half the. ultimate sampling frequency. 

Actual tester-generated data were subjected to the procedure and the values of the E-
statietic were calculated, along with their associated mean, sample standard deviation, and the 
minimum and maximum of the sample set (see results in Figure 6). Examples of the plots of an 
original signal, Che output of the filter, and the corresponding frequency spectra are presented in 
Figure 7. 

Subsequently, we investigated the values of the E-statiBtic that resulted when signals of 
known energy content (at least theoretically) were UBed aB input to the Bystem. Generally, teBt 
signals should b independent of any disturbances acting upon the system. Since the system is 
inverable, each signal should produce a unique output for each unique input, and the input signal 
error should be Known. (See Reference 6 for a detailed discussion of test-signal properties.) 
From the class of available test signals (i. e . , impulse or step functions, sinuaoids, colored or 
white noise, etc), a set of white-noise signals seemed the best choice in view of the above test-
signal properties. White-noise signals were also preferable because they were unencumbered 
by the effects of finite-word length or by changes in computing environment (principal disturbances 
that plagued sinusoidal, impulse, or step signals). The chief concern was that these disturbances 
might also be coupled to the system. 

Thus, we created a set of white-noise signals and subjected them to the filter/decimator 
sjstem. An example of the resulting time and frequency domain plots, along with the E-statistic 
summary, are given in Figures 8 and 9. 
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The sensitivity of the E-statistic was tested by changing vario-js filter coefficients in one of 
int- filter stages to zero and reproducing the processing summary statisUcs, The modifi' - filter 
coefficienls and the resulting E-statistjc summary are gjv~ ir. Table 4. T],"=< r'- = , -'"- : :rr.il- - U T 
the sensitivily of the energy statistic to software modifications is hig"-]y dependent or. the p.r.rticula 
filter coefficient modified sr.d the magnitude of the modification. However, we concluded that the 
t-nergy statistic developed during the course of the project was generally sensitive enough to serve 
as a qualitative measure of the accuracy of most software modifications that might affect the 
digital filter routine. In particular, whenever a software modification has been made, the values 
of the energy statistic resulting from processing the white-noise signals through the newly .nodi-
lied system may be compared to the values of the statistic that were generated by processing the 
same set of white-noise signals through the filter/decimator prior *.o the implementation of the 
modifications. This comparison rr.ay take the form of a simple t-test that determines :f the dif
ferent- s between corresponding samples from the two sample sets are statistically significant. 
Additionally, a chi-square test may be used to determine if the two sample sets arc from the same 
'•:sirihution. 

Effects on the Values of the Energy Statistics Resulting From 
Filter Coefficient Modification 
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Investigation into the statistical distribution of the energy statistic and consultation with 
E. E. Ard and R. G. Euterling revealed that it was not a normal distribution, and that, while 
it might be possible to determine the distribution, it probably would not be an effective use of 
effort-



Implementat* "i and Testing of the Filter/Decimator a: CEND 

After the- digital filtering/decimating routine had been implemented and tested oi_ the CDC 6500 
under the Network Operating System (NOS), it was transmitted to GEND for implementation on their 
Honeywell 6000 macnint. The version implemented at GEND contained a double-precision filtering 
algorithm to compensate for *Jie 36-bit word-length machine as opposed to the 60-bit CDC6600: 
upon implementation, GEND produced values of the energy statistic that were compatible to those 
obtained at SNIJV- Since douhle-precision computations are expansive relative to single-precis ion, 
v.td used the E-statistic to determine whether or not douhle-precision computations actually resulted 
in statistically different outputs. T..e values generated by a single-precis ion routine were compared 
with those produced by the double-precision version via a l-test; the results indicated that the dif
ferences iii the LOrresponding values were statistically insignificant. Consequently, the single-
precision routine was selected as the production version of the system. This change resulted in an 
operation lir.-.e of approximately half the time originally envisioned. 

Conclusions 

To provide- an antialiasing digital filter for GEND, SNLA personnel developed a two-stage 
FIB digital filter that was implemented by direct convolution in the time domain and initially tested 
on SNI^A's CDC6600. After this initial testing, which spawned the definition of an ''energy statistic, " 
the fiUeWdecimator was implemented on GE's Honeywell 6000 computer, where it was tested and 

proved for production processing. 

As a follow-on project, a system is currently being developed that will provide the means by 
which the sampling rates of digital signals may be either increased (interpolated) or decreased 
(decirn-.iedj. The system, called the Sampling Rate Adjustment of Digital Signals (SHADS), will 
provide a generalized extension to the software developed in response to the GEND antialiasing 
filter requirement, and will permit the analysis of groups of digital signals sampled al diverse 
rates. 
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